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The Effect of Induced Positive, Negative, and Neutral Mood on Rejection Sensitivity

Depression
Feeling depressed from time-to-time is a typical consequence of normal mood
fluctuation. It is common, almost expected, for someone to experience a depressed mood
state in response to a negative life event (e.g., death of a close friend, a break up or
divorce, illness of a child, etc.; Beck, 1970). When the mood state becomes chronic,
pervasive, and debilitating, it may be a sign of a more serious condition, warranting a
clinical diagnosis of depression (also known as unipolar disorder or major depression). It
is estimated that more than one in 20 Americans (5%) over the age of 12 experience
depression at any given time (Pratt & Brody, 2008). Of these, nearly 80 percent reported
that the mood state significantly interfered with their ability to work, maintain their
homes, or actively engage in social activities (Pratt & Brody). Thus, depression affects
every aspect of one’s life, making it difficult for those who suffer with it to maintain a
normal life.
Depression impacts a very large number of people and, as will be discussed in the
coming pages, significantly impacts many domains of functioning. The purpose of this
thesis is to examine how depression impacts interpersonal perceptions related to
rejection. Specifically, it will examine how individuals’ perceptions of ambiguous
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rejection scenarios (those with several plausible interpretations) are impacted by
experiencing a depressed mood.
Symptoms. To diagnose a person with depression, clinicians examine functional
impairment, as well as signs and symptoms. Signs refer to the visible behavioral
indicators that suggest a person may be experiencing depression. These may include
tearfulness and flattened or blunted affect. Symptoms are deviations from normal, as
reported by the individual experiencing them. Depressed people often report physical,
cognitive, and affective symptoms. These often include sadness, irritability, apathy,
anhedonia, weight loss or gain, hypersomnia or insomnia, psychomotor agitation or
retardation, fatigue, trouble concentrating, guilt, and suicidal ideation (American
Psychiatric Association Diagnostic and Statistical Manual [DSM-IV], 1994). Particularly
disheartening when discussing depression is the risk of suicide. In the U.S., more than
33,000 people complete suicide each year and it remains the second leading cause of
death in people between the ages of 25 and 34 (Center for Disease Control [CDC], 2009).
Based on the suicide statistics for 2005, untreated depression is the leading cause of
suicide in the U.S. (suicide.org). Consequently, it is vital that researchers develop an
understanding of the processes that instigate and maintain depression, so that appropriate
prevention and treatment programs can be developed.
Endogenous vs. reactive depression. In an effort to conceptualize the differential
presentation of those diagnosed with depression, researchers and clinicians have tried to
classify depression into subtypes. These include the current DSM-IV distinction between
typical and atypical depression, as well as the historical classifications of endogenous and
reactive depression. These classifications may be important to this research because the
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type of depression one is experiencing may explain the presence or absence of rejection
sensitivity (the variable of interest). Endogenous depression is believed to result from a
genetic vulnerability to depression and is often characterized by psychomotor retardation,
weight loss, early awakening, worsening symptoms in the morning, older age, duration
less than a year, and previous bouts of depression (Kiloh & Garside, 1963). Unlike
endogenous depression, reactive depression is believed to be triggered by environmental
circumstances, with negative life events (e.g., the death of a loved one or friend, a break
up or divorce, rejection, a conflict with a friend) making one vulnerable to experience a
depressed mood. Reactive depression is typically associated with symptoms such as
mood reactivity, irritability, sudden onset, self-pity, variability in symptoms, hysterical
features, initial insomnia, worsening symptoms in the evening, and obsessiveness (Kiloh
& Garside, 1963). Mood reactivity, the prominent feature of the reactive subtype is one
of the major variables associated with atypical depression (APA, 1994), which suggests
that the atypical classification is the current classification for what was historically
referred to as reactive depression. The applicability of depressive classifications to this
research will be discussed in greater detail later in this manuscript.
Even though there is research that seemingly supports distinct groupings of
depression symptomology, some researchers believe that depressive subtypes should be
distinguished via a continuum rather than symptom categorization. Eysenck (1970)
suggests that endogenous and reactive depressions may be two separate continuous
dimensions, meaning that they could be additive. Thus, a person could have differing
levels of both types of depression simultaneously. Thus, it is possible that a person may
have a base level of endogenous depression that results, but negative environmental
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circumstances interact to elicit additional symptoms associated with reactive depression,
or to create more severe symptoms. Despite this objection, many researchers still use a
categorical approach to understand the inconsistencies in vulnerability, onset,
symptomology, course, and outcome of depression (e.g., Boyce et al., 1993).
Interpersonal Functioning & Depression
Rejection sensitivity vests on human interaction. A person’s degree of reactive
depression depends on how a person appraises rejection. This appraisal is often cognitive
in nature. This section describes the application of cognitive theories to social
relationships and interpersonal perceptions. I will begin this section by discussing the
relevant framework of Beck’s cognitive theory of depression. The basic tenet of his
theory is that our emotions stem from our thoughts, and therefore emotional disturbance
(e.g., depression and anxiety) develops from negative thoughts. One manner that
supports negative appraisals is the employment of faulty schemas. Schemas are
organized representations of the world that aid in our understanding of external events.
They refer to the way humans organize raw chunks of information from the environment
to derive meaning (Beck, 1970). Theoretically, schemas are consistent with a
conceptually-driven model of cognitive processing, which means that perception of
environmental stimuli is dependent on past memories and experiences (Eysenck, 1991;
Macleod, 1990). Schemas are similar to a mathematical algorithm: environmental stimuli
are input, the information is then plugged into a “formula,” and an “answer” or
interpretation is returned. Schemas would be the “formula” by which the interpretation
about the stimuli is developed. Thus, humans can quickly and efficiently make
interpretations about concrete objects in the environment as well as abstract notions, such
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as their self-concepts. Using schemas to make interpretations about familiar items
decreases cognitive load so that humans can devote more energy to processing unfamiliar
stimuli. For example, one can quickly interpret that a person who is crying and has a
frown on his/her face may be sad. This interpretation occurs because most have seen
people cry and have an unpleasant look on their face when they were sad. Thus, he/she
has a schema for sadness. Had one not been exposed to a sad person before, one would
not have had a schema for sadness and may spend time pondering why the person is
crying or engage in a behavior that is socially inappropriate for the situation (e.g.,
laughing at the person).
Depressed people have a tendency to process all incoming stimuli in a negative
manner, utilizing a “depressogenic schema” (Beck, 1963). Through the “negative
formula,” all incoming information serves as representations of rejection and failure for
the depressed person. These interpretations are then stored in memory and utilized to
make interpretations about other incoming stimuli. Thus, through a cyclical effect,
negative information becomes more and more salient to the depressed person. This is
certainly applicable to social situations and several studies have aimed to describe this
process.
One type of schema is the interpersonal social script that occurs between people
(Baldwin, 1992). Interpersonal scripts employ both semantic and procedural memories to
guide how people should act in social situations. These interpersonal scripts include
thoughts, feelings, and conditional relationships about our behaviors. They are normally
activated in response to a goal. So, if a person’s goal is to avoid rejection, he/she may try
one method (e.g., avoiding the other person to prevent rejection), try to predict the other’s
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behavior in response to that method, and adapt the method accordingly. Schemas of the
self and others play an important role in interpersonal cognition because, without them,
researchers cannot account for variability in the activation of social scripts. Humans
usually activate different social scripts depending on who they are interacting with, what
their relationship with that person is like (i.e., are they friends, lovers, acquaintances,
business partners, etc.), and the situation. For example, a depressed woman may activate
a different script, when she is in an ambiguous rejection situation or a situation where
rejection is possible but not clearly indicated (e.g., her husband does not call her on his
lunch break like he usually does), then when she is in a situation where rejection is
unlikely (e.g., with her young children who are dependent on her). Thus, interpersonal
social scripts and other schemas allow people to make judgments about their interactions
in past experiences and use them to form expectations about future situations.
Interpersonal cognitions can combine with other risk factors to facilitate the
development of depression. Soygüt and Savaşir (2001) examined the interpersonal
cognitions of 378 Turkish college students and found that students who reported high
levels of depressive symptoms had more pessimistic and threatening views of
interpersonal interactions than low symptom controls. The high symptom group expected
their significant others (mothers, fathers, and friends) to respond to them in a
complementary fashion when they (the participants) were hostile towards them
(significant others). Thus, the high symptom group expected their significant others to
respond to their (the participants) hostility with further hostility. On the other hand, the
high symptom group expected their significant others to exhibit less complementary
responses when they (the participants) exhibited dominant, submissive, or friendly
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behaviors towards their significant others. Hence, significant others would respond to the
participants’ dominance, submissiveness, and friendliness with less dominance,
submissiveness, and friendliness.
The relationship between depression and interpersonal functioning is not
unidirectional, as it may seem; it is bidirectional (Coyne, 1976). Thus, interpersonal
relationship difficulties lead to depression, but depression can also significantly strain
interpersonal relationships because of the cognitive and social impairments that
accompany it. In their examination of social impairments that accompany depression,
Rodriguez-Naranjo, Godoy, and Esteve (2001), concluded that depressed persons lack the
necessary skills to maintain healthy relationships. Depressed persons often depend on
others to reassure them and counteract their doubts about their self-worth (Joiner &
Coyne, 1999; Coyne, 1976). As a result, through a process known as the excessive
reassurance seeking cycle (Coyne), depressed persons may continually seek reassurance
until others grow frustrated and withdrawal their support. The depressed person then
uses the rejection by the other (which she inadvertently caused through her excessive
neediness) as evidence to support the faulty distortion that she is worthless. Thus, the
experience of rejection promulgates her negative beliefs about herself. Consequently,
according to Coyne, the depressed person justifiably perceives rejection; he does not
recognize, however, that through a self-fulfilling prophecy, he created the relational
pattern that caused the rejection to occur.
In conclusion, cognitive theories imply that faulty thinking patterns (i.e., seeing oneself
as defective, diseased, deprived, or inadequate; Beck, Rush, Shaw, Emery, 1979)
contribute to depression. The thought patterns serve as vulnerability factors that, when
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acted upon by unpleasant environmental circumstances, lead to the experience of
depression. Thought distortions are global, impacting many areas of a person’s
functioning. Their impact on rejection sensitivity (an aspect of interpersonal functioning)
will be discussed in more depth in the next section.
Rejection Sensitivity
Rejection sensitivity, also known as interpersonal sensitivity, is “the disposition to
anxiously expect, readily perceive, and intensely react to rejection” (Downey, Mougios,
Ayduk, London, & Shoda, 2004, p.668). In the literature, rejection sensitivity is most
often conceptualized as a personality trait or a vulnerability (to reacting negatively to
rejection) that people possess to varying degrees. High levels of rejection sensitivity are
frequently linked to mood, anxiety, and personality disorders (Benazzi, 2000; Wilhelm,
Boyce, & Brownhill, 2004). Boyce et al. (1993) found that remitted depressed persons
significantly differed from non-depressed controls on a measure of interpersonal
sensitivity (the Interpersonal Sensitivity Measure; IPSM), which seemingly indicates that
rejection sensitivity is a trait. Luty, Joyce, Mulder, Sullivan, and McKenzie (2002),
however, extend the concept, describing rejection sensitivity as both vulnerability for
experiencing depression (trait) and a symptom of depression (state). The higher the level
of rejection sensitivity, the more likely one is to notice cues of rejection, even in
ambiguous rejection scenarios. These individuals may then be more predisposed to
experience reactive depression following the perceived rejection.
Several studies have demonstrated that rejection sensitivity and depression are
positively correlated (e.g., Mellin, 2008; Wilhelm et al., 2004). Mellin found that
rejection sensitivity was significantly correlated with depression (subtype not specified),
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accounting for 11% of the variance in depression for both male and female participants.
Thus, gender does not appear to moderate the relationship between rejection sensitivity
and depression. Luterek, Harb, Heimberg, and Marx (2004) found that rejection
sensitivity predicted depression among women who had been sexually assaulted in
childhood, independent of the assault. In a longitudinal study of college females, Ayduk,
Downey, and Kim (2001) found that high levels of rejection sensitivity are associated
with higher Beck Depression Inventory scores following a partner initiated breakup, after
controlling for initial levels of depression. Additionally, in a longitudinal study utilizing
a sample of teacher trainees, Wilhelm et al. found that trait depression was significantly
correlated with subscales of the IPSM. Specifically, they found that trait depression was
correlated with the fragile inner self subscale (measuring a person’s apprehension to
share their feelings for fear of rejection and/or criticism), separation anxiety (anxiety in
relation to real or perceived separation), and interpersonal awareness (measuring the
extent to which a person is attentive to the behaviors and feelings of others) subscales.
Wilhelm et al. also found that people who had experienced a depressive episode had
higher scores on the overall IPSM as well as the separation anxiety subscale. They found
that participants who had experienced two or more major depressive episodes had
significantly higher scores on the fragile inner self and interpersonal awareness subscales
too. Thus, these studies all clearly indicate that there is a definitive relationship between
depression and rejection sensitivity, but since they are all correlational in nature, one
cannot determine if depression causes increases in rejection sensitivity.
Rejection sensitivity is also correlated with improvement and predictability of
depressive symptoms. Boyce et al. (1992) conducted a longitudinal study of depressed
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people, examining their depressive symptoms and interpersonal sensitivity 20 weeks and
one year after the baseline measure. They found that those whose depressive symptoms
had remitted after one year had lower interpersonal sensitivity scores after 20 weeks,
which may indicate that interpersonal sensitivity (rejection sensitivity) can have a state
pattern as well as a trait pattern. They also found that higher scores on the interpersonal
sensitivity measure at 20 weeks significantly predicted worse outcomes.
The distinction between endogenous and reactive depression (discussed above)
may be particularly important in relation to rejection sensitivity for the current
experiment. Some researchers speculate that reactive depression has a stronger link with
rejection sensitivity than endogenous depression, however the research has been mixed.
Boyce et al. (1993) used DSM-III diagnostic criteria to differentiate between endogenous
and non-endogenous (reactive) depressed patients and found that the two groups
significantly differed from each other on total IPSM scores, as well as scores on three of
the five subscales (interpersonal awareness, separation anxiety, and fragile inner self),
with non-endogenous depressives demonstrating greater interpersonal sensitivity. This
result would indicate that people who are experiencing reactive depression are more
sensitive to rejection. Luty et al. (2002), on the other hand, found that melancholic
(endogenous) and non-melancholic (reactive) depressives did not differ on their IPSM
scores. Inconsistencies may be attributable to differences in methodology, including the
use of a subjective classification system to differentiate between the two subtypes.
Despite these discrepancies, many of the studies described above did not differentiate
between the two subtypes of depression and still found differences between depressed
groups and control groups, which suggests that regardless of the depressive subtype,
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rejection sensitivity levels and depression are linked. In the instance that reactive
depression is in fact associated with more rejection sensitivity than endogenous
depression, we would expect to see differences in rejection sensitivity scores between the
groups in this experiment because mood induction, by nature, elicits a reactive
depression, according to accepted classification systems. If not, we would still expect
differences in rejection sensitivity scores to appear, as they have in other studies that have
not differentiated between depression subtypes.
Rejection Sensitivity: State vs. Trait
It is often necessary to distinguish between a state and a trait when examining
psychopathology. A state is a transitory response to a specific situation, whereas a trait is
a more enduring personality disposition. This differentiation has received the most
attention in relation to anxiety. Spielberger (1975) suggests that one scale (the Manifest
Anxiety Scale) actually served to measure both trait anxiety and state anxiety, but only
provided accurate measures of state anxiety with appropriate stress. This may parallel
with the measurement of rejection sensitivity with the Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire
(RSQ). Although the RSQ seems to measure rejection sensitivity as a trait as
demonstrated by a test-retest correlation of 0.78, the lack of a perfect correlation may be
partly due to state effects and/or sampling error. These effects are particularly relevant to
this study, as we would expect reactive depression to cause state rejection sensitivity. In
other words, a person’s affective state heightens his/her sensitivity to ambiguous rejection
situations.
Before moving on to discuss concerns regarding mood induction, it may be
helpful to integrate the findings from the past few paragraphs with the hypotheses of the
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proposed thesis. Research cited in prior paragraphs, suggests that rejection sensitivity
could be a symptom of depression (not merely a vulnerability to it as most often
conceptualized). This view has important implications for my proposed thesis because
subjects will be induced into a negative mood state before completing measures of
rejection sensitivity. If it is true that rejection sensitivity is also a symptom of depression,
one would expect that participants in the proposed study will experience increased
rejection sensitivity following negative mood induction. The distinction between reactive
and endogenous depression could also significantly impact the hypotheses. Even though
I am not directly measuring depressive subtypes, I would expect that if reactive
depression is in fact associated with greater rejection sensitivity than endogenous
depression, I would see differences between the negative, positive, and neutral mood
groups on scores of rejection sensitivity. That is because mood induction, by nature,
would be expected to elicit a reactive depression, in accordance with the accepted
definition of reactive depression. This is still expected to occur, due to the proposed
additive nature of the depressive subtypes (Eysenck, 1970), even if a subgroup of
participants happens to be experiencing endogenous depression too.
Mood Induction
Mood induction procedures are commonly used by researchers to try to project
how a natural mood impacts a variable of interest. Although, seemingly artificial in
nature, much can be learned about how artificial moods impact people’s judgment and
perceptions. Many procedures have been used to investigate this (e.g., gifts, imagination,
films/stories, Velten Mood Induction Procedures, music, etc.). In a meta-analysis of
mood induction procedures, Westermann, Spies, Stahl, and Hesse (1996) found that
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procedures using a video or story were most effective at eliciting both elated and
depressed moods, while Gerrards-Hesse, Spies, and Hesse (1994) concluded that these
procedures were the only method that was suitable for both elated and depressed mood
induction. Furthermore, Gerrards-Hesse et al. reported that film mood induction
procedures were 100 percent effective in eliciting both depressed and elated moods.
Effectiveness, specificity, and clinical utility. The primary mood of interest in
this research is depression, and it will be investigated through the use of a sad mood
induction procedure. This procedure has been used several times (e.g., Clark, 1983;
Gerrards-Hesse et al., 1994; Martin, 1990; Westermann et al., 1996) to study variables
related to depression, and has provided significant insight into the study of clinical
depression. One concern with regard to negative mood induction procedures is the
specificity of the intended mood (i.e., does the procedure elicit sadness or depression?).
Although the negative mood induction procedures certainly seem to elicit a state that
includes sadness, research suggests that negative mood inductions elicit a state that is
more similar to depression. In fact, Goodwin and Williams (1981), in their review of the
literature, found that sad (negative) mood induction significantly impacted writing speed
and counting speed (evidence of psychomotor retardation), silent pauses in spontaneous
speech (reflecting changes in verbal communication), as well as differences in judgment
(such as estimating distance) and persistence, which indicates that the effects are not
isolated to emotional states. As a result of their investigations, they conclude that mood
induction “is a viable model of clinical depression” (Goodwin & Williams, p.381).
Martin (1990), makes similar conclusions when she states that film procedures, some of
which used The Champ specifically, induce “depressed” moods (not merely sad or
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negative; p.676). In her investigation of mood induction procedures, though not
analyzing film techniques specifically, Martin found that participants undergoing
negative mood inductions had visual analogue scaling scores similar to those who were
clinically depressed. In addition, Gerrards-Hesse et al. (1994) found that the negative
mood induction was effective, as indicated by the depression subscale of the Multiple
Affect Adjective Check List (MAACL). Furthermore, Clark (1983) provides evidence
that mood induction may in fact mimic mild, naturally occurring depression of clinical
significance. Thus, when reflecting on the results of the research studies listed above, it
is reasonable to believe that a negative mood induction does not elicit mere sadness, but
rather mimics natural depression. This belief is strengthened by the congruence of the
observed effects with current DSM-IV classification criteria for Major Depressive
Disorder.
Demand effects. Several researchers have objected that mood induction
procedures do not elicit a true mood, but rather an artificial mood in which participants
report the mood that they think they are supposed to be in. Research has been mixed on
this hypothesis. The presence of psychomotor delays and effects on judgment (as cited
above), tend to support the conclusion that demand effects do not occur, because it would
be hard to fake psychomotor changes. Also, as Martin (1990) outlines, many studies
have found that mood effects were observed when participants did not know they were
being watched (Frost, Goolkasian, Ely, & Blanchard, 1982). This would not have
occurred if demand effects were responsible, because demand did not occur in this
situation. In addition, Alloy et al. (1981) found that participants who were told to act
depressed performed differently than negative mood induction participants on measures
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of depression, writing speed, and illusion of control. Polivy and Doyle (1980), on the
other hand, concluded that mood induction effects result from equal parts demand effects
and the mood induction itself. Goodwin and Williams (1992) argue, however, that these
findings do not limit the validity of the mood induction. Thus, even in the unlikely case
that demand effects do occur, the research may still be valid and useful. Westermann et
al. (1996) add that steps can be taken to reduce demand effects, including deception about
the true purpose of the experiment, leaving out explicit instructions, excluding overly
suspicious participants, and using demand control groups. The first two methods will be
utilized in this study, as participants will just be told that they are engaging in a study
about mood and rejection sensitivity and they will not be given specific instructions. It
should be noted that much of the research on demand effects has been conducted on the
Velten Mood Induction Procedures, but Westermann et al. notes that it is likely that the
findings are applicable to other mood induction procedures too.
Duration. The duration of the induced mood is an important consideration when
deciding whether a mood induction is appropriate. First, it is important to contemplate
the ethical considerations of a lasting mood induction, especially when it is negative. A
long-term mood induction could cause a person significant distress and could potentially
jeopardize his/her safety. On the other hand, a mood induction that is too short term may
not last long enough for the effects to be observed. In a study examining duration of the
Velten Mood Induction Procedures, Frost and Green (1982) found that the duration of
mood was short (10 mins.) and that the negative mood was effectively removed using
positive mood induction procedures. Although this may be significant, it is important to
note that the study cited above investigated the Velten Mood Induction Procedures, while
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a video procedure will be used in this proposed study. On the other hand, researchers
employing similar procedure as Frost and Green with a video mood induction found that
a positive mood induction procedure was effective in ameliorating depressed mood
(Hills, Hill, Mamone, & Dickerson 2001). Several studies, however, as will be outlined
in the next section, appear to demonstrate that the mood induction lasts long enough for
effects on the dependent variable to be observed.
Group administration. Mood inductions most commonly occur as individual
administrations, however, they have been used in group settings too. Some researchers
have specifically investigated the impact of group administration versus individual
administration, whereas others simply report that they used a group procedure and that it
appeared effective when examining the manipulation check (e.g., Baker & Gutterfreund,
1993; Hewig et al., 2005; Marston, Hart, Hileman, & Faunce, 1984; Sinclair, Mark,
Enzle, Barkovec, & Crumbleton, 1994). Martin (1990), however, concluded that
individual testing is preferred because some may be hesitant to enter into certain moods if
others can observe them. Despite this, newer research specifically comparing individual
and group administration suggests that group administration can be a viable alternative to
save time and resources (Bates, Thompson, & Flanagan, 1999). They found that the
mood ratings between those undergoing individual and group procedures did not
significantly differ following a negative mood induction, and determined that the
effectiveness of the group induction was not a result of social desirability (Bates et al.).
Since research has demonstrated its effectiveness, and because speedy data collection is
necessary, the proposed study will utilize a group mood induction procedure.
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Application to rejection sensitivity. I believe that depressed mood will
significantly increase rejection sensitivity and that positive mood will significantly
decrease rejection sensitivity. To this date, no experiments investigating the causal
effects of mood induction on rejection sensitivity exist. So, one cannot say with absolute
certainty that mood will impact rejection sensitivity. Despite this, given the wide number
of variables that mood induction has been shown to influence, it is very likely that mood
induction will also impact rejection sensitivity.
Negative mood induction has been shown to impact an extensive number of
variables, such as economic decisions, memory, self-concept, etc. For example, Lerner,
Small, and Loewenstein (2004) found that after a negative mood induction (using “The
Champ” video clip), those in a sad mood were willing to sell an item for less money than
other groups, but willing to pay more than other groups to “buy” the same item. Thus,
negative mood induction appeared to impact the value attached to an item participants did
or did not own, with the latter being assigned more value. Another research study
examining how mood impacts ratings of self and others, found that a depressed mood
induction leads participants to rate themselves and others more negatively on
supportiveness, but only themselves more negatively on general ability (Radenhausen,
1989). Another study found that smokers receiving a negative mood induction
significantly decreased smoking latency and increased the number of puffs taken when
compared to those in the control group (Conklin & Perkins, 2005). Thus, numerous
studies have shown that negative mood induction impacts decision making, judgment,
perception, and behavior, so it is likely that it will impact rejection sensitivity as well.
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Research on elated mood induction demonstrates that it also seems to impact how
people process information. Experiments have indicated that positive mood seems to
affect variables such as memory and locus of control in an adaptive way. Participants in
a positive mood generated more positive self-relevant memories and fewer negative selfrelevant memories than those in a neutral mood (Natale & Hantas, 1982). Also, in a
study examining locus of control as a within subjects variable, Natale (1978) found that
elated mood facilitated a more internal locus of control, whereas depression facilitated a
more external locus of control. Neutral mood induction did not impact locus of control in
this study. Thus, if positive mood induction had an adaptive effect on these variables, it
is likely that it will have a robust positive effect on rejection sensitivity too, although this
variable is exploratory.
Hypothesis
Vulnerability to depression depends, in part, on the interpersonal variable of
rejection sensitivity. Previous studies (e.g., Downey & Feldman, 1996) have
demonstrated a moderate correlation between rejection sensitivity and depression. In a
longitudinal study of college females, Ayduk, Downey, and Kim (2001) found that high
levels of rejection sensitivity are associated with higher Beck Depression Inventory
scores following a partner initiated breakup after controlling for initial levels of
depression. Thus, that study suggests that trait rejection sensitivity may precede
depression. No studies however have examined whether depressed mood causes
rejection sensitivity. Cognitive theories would suggest that the relationship between the
two may be reciprocal, with trait rejection sensitivity eliciting depression, but then the
resulting depression priming individuals to be more sensitive to rejection. Thus, these
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relationships may interact to create a downward spiral. If this is the case, I would expect
those in a depressed mood to demonstrate heightened state rejection sensitivity compared
to those who are not (control). I am primarily interested in rejection interpretations in
clinically depressed populations, but for the purpose of this experiment, healthy
participants will undergo a negative mood induction procedure. Since the procedure is
designed to elicit a depressed mood state similar to that of a naturally occurring
depression, I am using healthy participants in place of a sample of clinically depressed
participants.
Also, to gain a more complete perspective of how mood impacts social judgments
related to rejection, I am investigating how positive mood impacts rejection sensitivity.
In regard to this condition, I hypothesize that the positive mood induction will make
participants less sensitive to rejection (reflecting lower scores on the RSQ). Even though
research has never directly investigated the relationship between the two variables,
positive mood impacts other variables (e.g., Natale & Hantas, 1982; Natale, 1978) and so
justifies the predicted positive relationship between the two. Thus, to summarize, I
anticipate those in the depressed mood group will have higher rejection sensitivity scores
than those in the neutral mood group, who will have higher rejection sensitivity scores
than those in the elated mood group.
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Participants
Participants were 88 undergraduate students from Ball State University.
Participants ranged in age from 18 to 41 (M = 20.34). Table 1 describes the sample in
terms of ethnicity, relationship status, year in school, etc. Participants were recruited via
email, fliers posted in campus buildings, as well as the psychological science and
counseling departments’ research pools. All participants received one research credit for
their participation regardless of recruitment method.
Measures
Mood induction. Participants watched video clips in order to induce them into a
negative, positive, or neutral mood. All groups watched the film clips on a portable
television in a lab setting. The negative mood group viewed a 165 second clip from the
movie Champ (a scene in which a badly injured boxer summons his young son to the
ring). Participants in the neutral mood group viewed a 165 second clip from the movie
All the President's Men (a scene in which a court reporter asks an attendee what
happened in the court case). Participants in the positive mood group watched a 165
second clip from the movie An Officer and a Gentleman (a scene in which a naval officer
carries off a girl from a factory). Hewig et al. (2005), in their analysis of 20 movie clips,
found that the clip from The Champ had the highest mean rating on ability to elicit
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sadness, that the clip from All the President's Men had equivalently low ratings on ability
to elicit both sadness and happiness (i.e., it remained relatively neutral), and that An
Officer and a Gentlemen had the highest happiness ratings, as well as high amusement
ratings. Although mood inductions are designed to be transitory in nature, it is important
to ensure that the negative effects of the mood induction have been ameliorated before
participants leave the experiment. Marston et al. concluded that participants who viewed
The Champ to induce a negative mood did not appear to be experiencing distress at the
conclusion of the experiment. Despite this, to ensure participant safety, participants in
the negative mood induction group engaged in the positive mood induction procedure
(viewing the film clip An Officer and a Gentleman) after completing the measure of
rejection sensitivity to reverse residual effects of the negative mood induction, as
endorsed by Hills, Hill, Mamone, and Dickerson (2001).
Expanded Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS-X). The PANAS-X
is a 60-item mood measure, consisting of two higher order scales (measuring positive and
negative affect as general dimensions) and eleven specific affective scales (Fear, Sadness,
Guilt, Hostility, Shyness, Fatigue, Surprise, Joviality, Self-Assurance, Attentiveness, and
Serenity). The 60-item measure was completed by participants following the mood
induction procedure, but only the five-item Sad and eight-item Joviality scales were
scored. Adjectives from the Sad scale include “sad”, “downhearted”, “lonely”, “blue”,
and “alone” while those from the Joviality scale include “happy”, “delighted”, “lively”,
“excited”, “joyful”, “enthusiastic”, “cheerful” and “energetic” (See Appendix A). Each
participant rates how much the adjectives describe his or her mood at the time of testing
on a scale of 1 “Very slightly or not at all” to 5 “Extremely”. The measure demonstrated
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excellent internal consistency using the “Present Moment” time frame for both the
Joviality (median α = .93) and Sad (median α = .86) subscales, as well as good
convergent and discriminant validity with appropriate scales of the Profile of Mood
States (POMS), self-ratings, and peer ratings (Watson & Clark, 1994). When analyzing
within-subjects data for both the higher order and specific affect scales, Watson and
Clark concluded that mood ratings tend to decrease with repeated measurement.
Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire-9 item (RSQ). The RSQ is a 9 item
questionnaire used to assess peoples’ anxious expectations of rejection (Downey &
Feldman, 1996). It presents individuals with nine scenarios (e.g., “You ask someone you
don’t know well out on a date”) and asks participants to rate how concerned they would
be with the outcome and how likely it is that they will be accepted on a scale from 1
“very unconcerned” or “very unlikely” to 6 “very concerned” or “very likely”. The
concern factor measures how important it is or how much of an impact that rejection or
acceptance will have on the individual, while the acceptance piece measures expectations
of acceptance by others, which are often derived from our schemas (e.g., “I would expect
that the person would want to go out with me”; See Appendix B). A rejection sensitivity
score is calculated by multiplying the concern about rejection by the inverse of
acceptance for each item, then finding the average of all nine of the scale items. Higher
scores are indicative of greater sensitivity to rejection. Downey and Feldman found that
the RSQ has high internal consistency (α = .83) and a test-retest correlation of α = .78
after four months’ time. Men’s and women’s scores did not significantly differ from
each other.
Procedures
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Participants were randomly assigned into one of three mood induction groups: a
negative mood induction group, a positive mood induction group, or a neutral mood
induction control group. All data was collected in 120 minute blocks which were further
divided into three 40-minute segments. Each segment represented a different treatment
group so that each mood induction procedure occurred during every block. Participants
selected the time slot (a 40 min segment) that was most amenable to their schedule. Each
time slot had been randomly assigned a corresponding treatment condition (positive,
negative, neutral) before participants were granted access to sign up for the experiment.
This procedure was utilized in an effort to preserve randomness (See Appendix C). Data
was collected in groups, and every participant in a group was assigned to the same
experimental condition. Each 40 minute data collection session yielded a range of one to
nine participants. Upon first arriving, participants were asked to sign an informed
consent form (See Appendix D). Next, participants underwent the negative, positive, or
neutral mood induction (depending on the condition they were randomly assigned).
Thereafter, participants completed the PANAS-X (to check the effectiveness of the mood
induction) followed by the RSQ, and a demographic questionnaire, including items
pertaining to sex, age, race, and relationship status (See Appendix E). Following this,
participants in the positive and neutral mood induction conditions received a written
debriefing statement (See Appendices F and G) and a piece of chocolate, and were
dismissed.
Participants in the negative mood induction group, however, underwent more
extensive debriefing procedures. They watched the positive mood induction video clip
and consumed a small piece of Hershey’s chocolate to reverse the effects of the negative
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mood induction. Macht and Mueller (2007) found that giving participants chocolate
effectively reduced negative mood following a video mood induction, but demonstrated
marginal effects at best on those in positive and neutral moods. Even though it did not
likely impact people in the neutral or positive mood conditions, all participants received a
piece of chocolate so that everyone (not just those in the negative mood condition)
received a reward for his/her participation. Finally, in accordance with some of the
suggestions listed by Martin (1990) for ethical negative mood induction, participants in
the negative mood induction group completed the five-item sad scale of the PANAS-X
(See Appendix H) to examine whether the negative mood was alleviated with the positive
mood induction procedures. I (the principal investigator) scored the measure at that
moment and visually compared the negative mood induction group’s mean scores on the
PANAS Sad scale (following the positive mood induction) to the mean (M = 9.4)
reported by Watson and Clark (1994) in their validation study. All but two participants in
the negative mood induction group (n = 27) reported scores under the mean. The two
participants with above average scores (who were both present in the same data
collection session) were not dismissed until the researcher could fully debrief them.
After the other participants were given a debriefing statement (See Appendix I) and
dismissed, the researcher pulled the two aside individually and inquired about self-harm
intentions. Both participants denied any suicidal ideation, and reported that they were
receiving treatment from a mental health professional for depression. Before being
dismissed, both participants verbally assured the researcher that they would contact the
Ball State University Counseling Center or Meridian Services (the phone numbers were
listed on the debriefing statement) if they developed suicidal ideation or their mood
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significantly worsened to the point they no longer felt safe. Following this debriefing,
both participants were dismissed.
Results
The data was analyzed using SPSS for Windows. Before reporting results
directly related to the hypothesis of this study, I chose to examine the factor structure of
the mood measure (PANAS-X). Following the procedures reported by Watson and Clark
(1994), I conducted a factor analysis of the PANAS-X utilizing Principle Components
Analysis (PCA) with Varimax rotation on the current data set. All factors with an
eigenvalue over one were retained. Table 2 contains the factor loadings for the whole
measure, while Table 3 contains just the factor loadings for the positive affect items, so
that the results are directly comparable to those reported by Watson and Clark for the
positive affect items (See Table 4). See Table 5 for factor loadings reported by Watson
and Clark for the negative affect items as well as a limited representation of select
positive affect items. Using this criterion, 13 factors emerged. The primary factors that
emerged appeared to be the higher order positive and negative affect dimensions.
Following this, scales with fewer factors emerged, as if representing the lower order
scales. Some variables did not load on the expected lower order scale (including some
of the items on the Sad Scale), which could pose a threat to the factorial validity of the
measure. Finally, contrary to the clean factor structure presented by Watson and Clark,
there were several instances of secondary and tertiary factor loadings. Thus, the factor
structure in this sample did not perfectly align to that reported in the manual. This may
be due to sample size. The rule of thumb when determining appropriate sample size for
factor analysis is to maintain a 10: 1 subject to item ratio, even though 14.7% of studies
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reported in the literature during a two year span maintained a ratio of less than 2:1
(Costello & Osborne, 2005). There was only a 1.46:1 subject to item ratio employed in
this analysis. Since the PANAS-X was not among the independent or dependent
measures, and it still appeared sensitive enough to detect differences between groups (as
discussed below), I will proceed in reporting the results directly relevant to the
hypotheses.
Next, I examined the PANAS Sad and Joviality subscale scores to determine
whether the mood induction procedures were effective. Table 6 presents the mean and
standard deviations for the PANAS Sad and Joviality scales per group. A one-way
ANOVA indicated that there were significant differences among the mood induction
groups on the Sad subscale of the PANAS, F (2, 85) = 22.56, p < .001. A Tukey HSD
post hoc analysis revealed that those in the negative mood induction group (M = 12.04,
95% CI [10.52, 13.56]) reported significantly higher Sad scores than those in the positive
mood induction (M = 7.14, 95% CI [6.19, 8.10]) and neutral mood induction groups (M =
7.27, 95% CI [6.23, 8.31]). The Sad scale scores between the positive and neutral mood
induction groups were statistically equivalent. Additionally, a one way ANOVA
indicated that there were significant differences among all three mood induction groups
on the Joviality subscale of the PANAS, F (2, 85) = 21.632, p < .001. A Tukey HSD post
hoc analysis revealed that the positive mood group (M = 22.36, 95% CI [19.99, 24.73])
reported higher Joviality scores than the neutral mood group (M = 16.21, 95% CI [13.26,
19.16]), who reported higher scores than the negative mood group (M = 10.89, 95% CI
[9.46, 12.32]).
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Table 7 presents the mean RSQ scores per mood group. A one-way ANOVA
analyzing total RSQ scores showed a significant effect of the experimental treatments on
RSQ scores, F (2, 85) = 7.704, p < .005. A Tukey HSD post hoc analysis revealed that
those in the positive mood group (M = 7.65, 95% CI [6.69, 8.62]) had significantly lower
scores on the rejection sensitivity measure than those in the negative (M = 10.72, 95% CI
[9.45, 11.99]) or neutral mood groups (M = 9.72, 95% CI [8.61, 10.82]). Participants in
the negative and neutral mood conditions did not differ statistically.
Additional analyses examining correlations between RSQ scores and other
variables indicate that there is a link between mood and rejection sensitivity. To analyze
the relationship between RSQ and mood induction group, the categorical independent
variable (mood induction group) was dummy coded as two continuous variables: positive
mood induction (indicating that yes they received a positive mood induction) and
negative mood induction (indicating that yes they received a negative mood induction).
The positive mood induction group was assigned a value of one for the positive mood
induction variable, indicating that they had received the positive mood induction, and a
value of zero for the negative mood induction variable, indicating that they had not
received the negative mood induction. The neutral mood induction group was assigned a
value of zero for both the positive and negative mood induction variables, indicating that
they had not received either mood induction. The negative mood induction group was
assigned a value of zero for the positive mood induction variable, indicating that they had
not received the positive mood induction, and a value of one for the negative mood
induction variable, indicating that they had received the negative mood induction. Table
8 presents the correlation matrices for scores on the RSQ, PANAS Sad scale, and
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PANAS Joviality scale, as well as the positive and negative mood inductions. There
were significant positive correlations between the negative mood induction, PANAS Sad,
and RSQ total, as well as between PANAS Joviality and positive mood induction. Also,
there were significant negative correlations between the RSQ and positive mood
induction; RSQ and PANAS Joviality; positive mood induction and negative mood
induction; positive mood induction and PANAS Sad; PANAS Joviality and PANAS Sad;
and negative mood induction and PANAS Joviality.
Correlations between the PANAS Sad and Joviality subscales and RSQ scores
were compared separately for each of the three mood groups using a Fisher r-to-z
transformation. These analyses allow researchers to compare whether two correlation
coefficients significantly differ from each other. A total of three transformations were
performed to examine whether the correlations between PANAS Sad and RSQ
significantly differed for the positive, negative, and neutral mood groups (one comparing
the positive mood group to the negative mood group; one comparing the positive mood
group to the neutral mood group; and one comparing the neutral mood group to the
negative mood group). There were no significant differences between the correlation
coefficients for the three groups (See Table 9). The correlations between the PANAS
Joviality and RSQ scores were also transformed and compared using an identical process
to that described to compare the PANAS Sad and RSQ scores. There were also no
significant differences between the correlation coefficients of the PANAS Joviality and
RSQ for the three groups (See Table 9).
Data analyses were also performed on subject variables to examine whether any
of these directly impacted PANAS Sad, PANAS Joviality, or rejection sensitivity scores.
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Subject variables with two levels (gender, therapy history, and depression history) were
analyzed using independent samples t-tests, while subject variables with three or more
levels (race, relationship status, residential status, year in school, and date of data
collection) were examined using a series of One-Way ANOVAs. A series of Two-Way
ANOVAS were conducted to examine whether interactions between mood induction
group and subject variables significantly impacted RSQ scores. To examine whether
relationship status impacted RSQ or PANAS scores, I collapsed the responses into three
groups: single, in a relationship, and other. The “in a serious relationship” and
“engaged” responses were combined to compose the “in a relationship” group, while the
one “divorced” participant was grouped with those who reported “other”. No participants
reported that they were married. An analysis of subject variables’ effects on RSQ scores,
PANAS Sad, or PANAS Joviality scores indicated that there were no significant
differences between groups on any of the subject variables (See Table 10 for means,
standard deviations, test statistic values, and significance levels for each subject variable).
There were no significant interactions between sex and mood induction group, between
relationship status and mood induction group, or between date of data collection and
mood induction group on these measures. There did not appear to be enough variation in
the sample on some variables (such as year in school, depression diagnosis, or therapy
status) to investigate the interaction term.
Discussion
Synthesis of the Results
Experimental analysis. Experimental designs allow researchers to carefully
manipulate variables of interest to determine how changes in these conditions impact
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other variables of interest. These analyses often occur in carefully controlled
environments (such as laboratories), so that alternative variables can be ruled out and
specific causal inferences can be derived. This research study utilized a controlled
experimental design to test how specific moods (positive, negative, and neutral) impact
levels of rejection sensitivity among college students. Thus, this research aimed to
discover whether differing mood states caused increases or decreases in levels of
rejection sensitivity. The findings confirm that those receiving a positive mood treatment
are less sensitive to rejection than those receiving a neutral mood treatment, supporting
one of the major hypotheses. On the other hand, the results of the Tukey HSD analysis
(following the ANOVA) suggests that there is no significant relationship between the
negative mood treatment and rejection sensitivity, seemingly disconfirming the other
major hypothesis that those in a negative mood would be more sensitive to rejection than
those in a neutral mood. A correlational analysis, however, does provide support for the
latter hypothesis though, as shown in Table 8. Negative mood induction and PANAS Sad
scores correlated positively with RSQ scores, while positive mood induction and PANAS
Joviality scores correlated negatively with RSQ scores. In other words, negative mood
induction was related to higher RSQ scores and positive mood induction was related to
lower RSQ scores. In the subsequent paragraphs, I will discuss the experimental effects
of the treatments and the correlational analyses, but first I will discuss the effects of the
mood induction procedures.
For the findings of this experiment to be useful and valid, the participants would
need to have been successfully induced into the desired mood after watching the video
clips. PANAS Sad and Joviality scores suggest that the mood induction procedures were
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effective (i.e., participants were in the desired mood after watching the video clips). On
the one hand, the treatment affected PANAS Sad and Joviality scores as predicted: the
negative mood treatment raised Sad scores while the positive mood treatment had no
effect on Sad scores when both are compared to the neutral mood treatment group. The
negative mood treatment lowered Joviality scores, while the positive mood treatment
raised Joviality scores compared to the neutral mood treatment group. This almost
mirrors the effects on the Sad scores. Positive treatment did not decrease Sad scores but
did increase Joviality scores. Negative treatment affected both. This, manipulation
check shows that the experimental treatments were effective in inducing moods.
However, the experimental manipulation lowered RSQ scores in the positive treatment
group but had no effect in the negative treatment group.
Correlational analysis. Correlational analyses are useful in helping researchers
examine the relationship between variables. Although correlational analyses are not
suitable for determining causation, they help researchers draw conclusions based on the
strength of the relationships established. The relationship between PANAS Sad, PANAS
Joviality, mood induction, and RSQ scores will be discussed in this section. As reported
previously in the Results section, correlations between negative mood induction, PANAS
Sad, and RSQ scores were significant. This is striking since those who were in the
negative mood group did not experience heightened rejection sensitivity when compared
to the neutral mood control group when examining the ANOVA. The presence of
significant correlations is consistent with past research examining the link between
negative mood and rejection sensitivity (e.g., Mellin, 2008; Wilhelm et al., 2004). The
presence of a non-significant trend in the predicted direction (when examining the
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ANOVA) may support this hypothesis. Another finding that may support this
interpretation is that negative mood induction, PANAS Sad, and RSQ scores were
significantly positively correlated. This implies that increased sadness is related to
increased rejection sensitivity. This should be able to be theoretically extended to
depressed persons, since they often report moderate to severe symptoms of sadness. It
could be that participants in the negative mood treatment were sad enough to exhibit
statistically lower scores than the neutral treatment group on the measure of sadness, but
not sad enough to activate cognitive mechanisms (discussed in more depth in latter
paragraphs) that may trigger rejection sensitivity. Perhaps only real-life events can lower
Sad scores enough to affect RSQ scores, as in when a partner initiates a break up.
Analyses of the Fisher r-to-z transformations, however, do not seem to support this
conclusion, since there were no differential correlations between PANAS Sad and RSQ
scores for the three mood groups. This taken with the significant positive correlations
found in this analysis as well as other analyses seemingly indicates that collective
emotional states, which according to Watson, Clark, and Tellegen (1988) are composed
of multiple affective dimensions (e.g., positive and negative affect), have a greater impact
on rejection sensitivity than a single affective dimension.
Summary. The findings of this study seem to point to differing explanations. On
the one hand, as predicted, the positive mood treatment lowered RSQ scores compared to
the neutral mood treatment. On the other hand, contrary to predictions, the negative
mood group did not report heightened RSQ scores compared to the neutral mood
treatment group. Second, the PANAS Sad and Joviality scores correlated with RSQ
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scores in the expected direction. Since these refer to correlational data (Table 4) it is
possible that the relationship is bidirectional. In one direction, mood causes RSQ scores
to fluctuate. This was the predicted direction: as sad mood increases, rejection
sensitivity also increases; and as jovial mood increases, rejection sensitivity decreases. In
the other direction, RSQ scores cause mood changes. In other words, as a person’s
sensitivity to rejection increases, his or her positive mood decreases (Joviality scores
decrease) and negative mood increases (Sad scores increase). The meaning and
implications of these findings will be explained in the following paragraphs.
Explanation of Significant Findings
In this section, I will discuss the lowered rejection sensitivity scores among the
positive mood treatment group. It is likely that those receiving the positive mood
treatment experienced decreases in rejection sensitivity because of cognitive and memory
mechanisms that control thought processes. A study investigating locus of control
indicates that people feel more in control when they are in a positive mood (Natale,
1978). When people feel they have a greater sense of control, they may be able to
overpower thoughts that may lead to heightened rejection sensitivity. Also, researchers
studying human memory indicate that people are more likely to remember situations
consistent with their mood state (mood congruent memory bias; Bower, 1981). Thus,
after being induced into a positive mood by watching a romance movie, they would have
likely activated memories for times where they were in a positive relationship. This
activation would likely buffer them from thinking about rejection because they would be
focused on positive interactions. Research assessing the types of memories retrieved by
those in a positive mood supports this theory. Natale and Hantas (1982) found that
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people in a positive mood generate more positive self-relevant memories and fewer
negative self-relevant memories than people in a neutral mood.
Explanation of Non-Significant Findings
Cognitive and memory biases. In this section, I will discuss the role of cognitive
and memory mechanisms in relation to the negative mood treatment. One would posit
that participants in the negative mood group should experience mood congruent memory
biases (as suspected to have occurred with the positive mood treatment), and should have
activated negative self-relevant memories, which would have likely increased rejection
sensitivity. Research examining mood congruent memory biases among those in a
depressed mood has been mixed. Some studies find that mood congruent memory biases
are applicable to those in a depressed mood (Gupta & Khosla, 2006), while others do not
(Bisson & Sears, 2007; Moritz, Glascher, & Brassen, 2005; Yovel & Mineka, 2004). In
the current study, the presence or absence of mood congruent memory biases was not
formally evaluated, but it could be that those in the negative mood group did not
experience mood congruent memory biases. Two theories may provide insight into why
mood congruent memory biases may not have been present in this study: participants
were not a sample of clinically depressed students or the stimuli may not have been selfreferent. Bisson and Sears (2007) suggest that the presence of mood congruent memory
biases is more pronounced in clinical populations, while Nasby (1994) suggests that selfreference is essential if mood-congruent memory biases are to be observed. Utilizing
Nasby’s theory, for the negative mood induction procedures utilized in this experiment to
be self-referent, participants would have had to experience a death of similar intensity to
that of losing someone whom they were very close to and likely reliant upon.
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Participants’ bereavement history was not evaluated in this study, so I cannot claim with
certainty that participants had not experienced a loss of the magnitude presented in the
mood induction. In a study of 994 college students, 46% had lost a close friend, while
only a few had lost a member of their immediate family (Balk, 1997). The mean age of
losing a close friend in that study was 18 years of age, which may be experienced quite
differently than when losing someone that close as a child (as portrayed in the mood
induction), since cognitive mechanisms that allow one to cope are not fully developed in
childhood (Schoeman & Kreitzman, 1997). Thus, theoretically, even though it was likely
that close to 50% of the sample had lost someone close to them, the fact that they likely
had more developed cognitive abilities at the time of loss may make it difficult for them
to maintain the same depth of self-reference as somebody who had lost a parent during
childhood. The above-mentioned findings are relevant to synthesizing the results of the
current study since it is possible that mood congruent memory biases may be one of the
cognitive mechanisms that activate rejection sensitivity, mediating the relationship
between mood and rejection sensitivity. If this were the case, the absence of mood
congruent memory biases may explain the failure to find significant differences between
the negative and neutral mood groups on measures of rejection sensitivity. Because
memory biases were not assessed, however, I cannot conclude that those in the negative
mood group did not experience mood congruent memory biases, or that mood congruent
memory biases mediate the relationship between mood and rejection sensitivity.
Another factor that is important to consider when reaching conclusions based
from the results of this study is the appropriateness of the mood induction stimuli to
trigger the activation of the cognitive components associated with rejection sensitivity. It
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could be that depression that stems from interpersonal conflict (e.g., a fight with your
best friend or boyfriend) makes one more sensitive to rejection than depression that stems
from other sources (e.g., losing a job). Studies examining types of depression
(endogenous vs. reactive) seem to support this theory. Boyce et al. (1993) suggests that
relationship conflicts often trigger reactive depression, which is associated with greater
interpersonal sensitivity when compared to those experiencing an endogenous
(genetically triggered) depression. In this study, sad mood is induced by watching a child
grieve the death of his father. Although this successfully induced a sad mood, as
suggested by the results of the PANAS, the stimuli may not have been suitable for the
activation of rejection sensitivity. Perhaps a video depicting a devastating break up or a
bitter divorce (i.e., one partner rejects the other), would be more likely to match the
cognitive components that fuel rejection sensitivity, thus increasing rejection sensitivity
scores in participants. In a book directed to those suffering from a lost relationship,
Anderson (2000) suggests that although there is substantial overlap between bereavement
due to death and bereavement due to a lost relationship, a relationship ending is different
because it damages the core self, leading to feelings of inadequacy and rejection (i.e., it
damages self-esteem). Thus, relationship loss significantly impacts cognitive appraisals
of one’s self and one’s worth. Thus, her theory (derived from clinical observations)
seems to suggest that the cognitive mechanisms for the two may be different.
Self-esteem. Some studies suggest that self-esteem moderates responses to
rejection. Researchers investigating how interpersonal rejection impacts psychobiological
responses found that self-esteem moderates participants’ responses to ambiguous
rejection. Those who were determined to have low self-esteem reported diminished self-
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appraisals, diminished appraisals of their rejecter, and increased cortisol levels following
an ambiguous rejection compared to those who were determined to have high selfesteem, and those who did not experience an ambiguous rejection (Ford & Collins, 2010).
Self-esteem was not assessed as a moderator variable in this study; however it may be
important in explaining why the negative mood group did not experience heightened
rejection sensitivity. Evaluating Anderson’s (2000) theory, one can deduce that grief
from death does not have a significant impact on self-esteem. Thus, one can reason that
the negative mood induction utilized in this experiment did not have a significant impact
on participants’ self-esteem. The study cited in the preceding lines suggests, however
that self-esteem impacts responses to ambiguous rejection. The RSQ (the measure used
to measure rejection sensitivity in this study) examines one’s responses to ambiguous
rejection scenarios. Thus, if the mood induction procedures did not activate the cognitive
mechanisms that diminish self-esteem, it is not surprising that it did not impact rejection
sensitivity.
Causation. Here I will discuss the causal relationship between depression and
rejection sensitivity. When interpreting correlational data, it is possible that the causal
arrow can point in either direction. Bi-directional causation might be possible because of
memory biases and schemas. Depression may cause increases in rejection sensitivity
through the mood congruent memory bias (discussed above). Rejection sensitivity may
cause depression through schematic biases such as the confirmation bias (the tendency to
encode and remember information that is consistent with our preconceived notions;
Nickerson, 1998). Those who are sensitive to rejection expect rejection from others. The
confirmation bias would imply that those who are sensitive to rejection encode and
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remember instances of rejection, which can lead to depression. For example, through this
process, a person high in rejection sensitivity may have a preconceived notion that others
do not like him. He will remember the time his friends wouldn’t go to a movie or dinner,
and use this as evidence to confirm his preconceived notion (that others do not like him).
The person will fail to retrieve information contradictory to that preconceived notion
(e.g., that his friend asked him to accompany her to the park two weeks ago). The
individual will then develop sadness in response to the perceived rejection and
personalization of the rejection. Thus, either causal direction can be supported by
cognitive framework.
Statistical and extra-experimental accounts. Some may argue that sampling
error may play a large role in the failure to find statistically significant results in the
current study, however I do not consider this view compatible with the findings. To lend
support for my conclusion, I will first present the opposing viewpoint and then discuss
evidence that seemingly disconfirms this hypothesis. Some could contend that stress
associated with the end of an academic semester may have impacted participants’
generalized mood state during the time of data collection, potentially leading to the
failure to discover significant findings. Pre-experiment mood would likely have the most
significant impact on the neutral mood group, since they did not experience a salient
mood induction procedure. In the absence of a perceptible mood induction, their mood
state during data collection would likely be similar to their mood at presentation. So, if
participants in the neutral mood condition presented to the data collection session as sad,
frustrated, and irritated due to school stress, they would likely remain sad, frustrated, and
irritated during data collection. If this were the case, they would likely resemble the
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negative mood treatment on measures of affect (PANAS Sad and Joviality) and rejection
sensitivity (RSQ). The neutral mood group did not differ from the negative mood group
on RSQ scores, but did differ on PANAS scores, implicating one of two explanations:
that stress did not significantly impact mood in either treatment group; or it equally
impacted mood in both treatment groups. Either of these would lead one to conclude that
stress did not lead to sampling error in this experiment, and does not appear to be a likely
explanation for failure to find significant differences in RSQ scores between the negative
and neutral mood treatment groups.
Another explanation for why the neutral and negative mood groups did not differ
may have to do with the measure of rejection sensitivity. Researchers examining testretest correlations of the RSQ suggest that it is likely best suited for detecting trait
differences in rejection sensitivity (Downey & Feldman, 1996). Despite this, I chose to
utilize this measure because it had already been validated and because I wanted to assess
whether it would detect state differences too. The results of this study seem to suggest
that the RSQ can detect state differences in rejection sensitivity, because the positive
mood group had lower rejection sensitivity scores than the other two groups. Similar to
the MAS, however, it may only successfully address state effects under certain
conditions. It may be that the conditions were met for the positive mood group (e.g., the
mood induction was salient and personally relevant) but not the negative mood group,
and that is why the measure did not detect differences between the neutral and negative
groups. Future studies could utilize several diverse mood induction procedures with
differing stimuli to try to determine the appropriateness of the RSQ for detecting state
differences in rejection sensitivity.
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Implications of Findings
These results, indicating that positive mood decreases rejection sensitivity, are
important because they suggest that positive mood modifications can be useful in
decreasing rejection sensitivity. The literature suggests that those who have high levels
of rejection sensitivity are more likely to suffer from depression, anxiety, and /or
personality disorders (Benazzi, 2000; Wilhelm, Boyce, & Brownhill, 2004), implying a
causal link between rejection sensitivity and psychological disturbance. Consequently,
rejection sensitivity may moderate the relationship between positive mood and
psychological improvement. Correlations between PANAS Joviality, PANAS Sad, and
RSQ scores appear to support this relationship. Thus, decreasing rejection sensitivity by
practicing positive psychology techniques (interventions designed to increase positive
attributes rather than ameliorate symptoms) may be beneficial in the prevention and
treatment of psychological disturbances. In their review of the literature, Layous,
Chancellor, Lyubomirsky, Wang, and Doraiswamy (2011) discuss several of these
interventions that have been previously validated in the literature (e.g., counting
blessings, performing acts of kindness, writing letters of gratitude, and meditating on
positive feelings towards others), as well as endorse their effectiveness for treating both
depressed and non-depressed populations. Before this can be stated with certainty,
further studies would need to be conducted to determine whether rejection sensitivity
truly moderates the relationship. Also, researchers would want to examine whether
decreased rejection sensitivity provides additional psychological benefits above and
beyond that of those experienced just from being in a positive mood.
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The findings suggesting that positive mood decreases rejection sensitivity may
also imply that being in a positive mood may improve social relationships. This builds
on cognitive theories (i.e., one’s expectations contribute to how he views others’
behavior; Beck, 1963, 1970). Expectation of rejection is a significant theoretical
component of rejection sensitivity, so it is likely that those high in rejection sensitivity
are more likely to expect rejection and to interpret ambiguous behaviors as cues of
rejection. This process can be very damaging to interpersonal relationships, especially
ones that are already fragile, because it can lead to a self-fulfilling prophecy. If one
interprets rejection, he may isolate, become hostile, or engage in excessive reassurance
seeking behaviors. These behaviors can be very frustrating or annoying to others,
causing others to reject the person. The experience of rejection may then cause a person
to experience greater depression. The results of this study may have implications for
halting the process that leads up to rejection. It demonstrates that watching a joyful
movie, particularly one depicting a positive relationship between two people, decreases
rejection sensitivity, decreases sadness, and increases joviality for a short time
(approximately 10 minutes; Frost and Green, 1982). Although relatively short in
duration, activities found to invoke a positive mood may still be useful interventions.
One could conceive of using them as mood “booster sessions,” implemented at a
particularly vulnerable time (such as after having a fight with a friend), or routinely
throughout the day. Since it is the first time this relationship has ever been examined,
replication studies need to be conducted before interpretations can be applied with
confidence. Future studies may also try to examine whether other activities that elicit a
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positive mood (e.g., getting a promotion, playing a favorite video game) have the same
effect. It may be that this effect is specific to positive social interactions.
Limitations & Future Research
This study has several limitations, all of which should be thoroughly discussed
before one draws conclusions about the findings. First, this study does not employ a
sample of clinically depressed participants. Although Clark (1983) indicates that the
mood resulting from a mood induction procedure mimics a mildly occurring natural
depression, it could be that the relationship between depression and rejection sensitivity
is more pronounced among those who are experiencing more severe, longer-term,
depressive episodes, or among those who have experienced past episodes of depression.
One study indicates that those who have experienced prior bouts of depression have
much higher levels of rejection sensitivity than those who had not (Wilhelm et al., 2004).
The aforementioned findings may help explain why the negative and neutral mood
conditions did not differ on levels of rejection sensitivity even though the overall
correlation between PANAS Sad and RSQ was significant. Future studies may want to
examine the causal relationship between mood and rejection sensitivity in those with a
history of depression.
Another limitation is the sample size. If there had been more participants, other
potentially relevant variables may have been able to be tested (e.g., whether participants
have been diagnosed with depression or whether participants have been in therapy). It
could be that one or both of these variables interact with mood to impact rejection
sensitivity; however there were not enough participants who had been diagnosed with
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depression or had participated in therapy to analyze these relationships. Thus, future
studies could examine these variables with more participants.
The demographics of the sample may be a limitation for generalizing the results
to other populations. Self-report data demonstrate that most participants were Caucasian.
Also, although participants’ socioeconomic information was not evaluated in this study, it
may impact generalizability too. Some theories suggest that ethnic and socio-economic
groups may differ in the value they place on social relationships. For example, Payne
(2003) proposes that the lower class values relationships over achievement and uses them
as a basis for decision making. This is in contrast to the middle class, who value
achievement and material possessions, and the upper class, who value political power,
social power, and legacies (Payne). Because rejection sensitivity is related to the beliefs
one maintains about connectedness, if all groups were not represented in this study, the
results of this study may not be valid for all populations. Before generalizing the results
of this study, other studies should be done incorporating more diverse populations.
Lastly the simplicity of the initial design may serve as a limitation. After
conducting preliminary analyses and noting trends, I conducted some unplanned analyses
to better understand the data. I analyzed the data using simple statistical techniques,
which may not have been as valid as other more complex ones. Thus, this study could
have been improved by planning more analyses before data collection and increasing my
knowledge of statistical procedures.
If I were to repeat this experiment, I would likely utilize a negative mood
induction procedure that depicts a rejection scenario (e.g., a break up), as to be more
consistent with the cognitive components associated with rejection sensitivity. I would
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also assess self-esteem and examine whether mood congruent memory biases were
present after participating in the mood induction procedures. Analyzing this data would
help determine whether the mood induction procedures impact cognitive mechanisms that
shape expectations of one’s self and others.
Conclusions
Overall, this research adds to the body of literature on rejection sensitivity. This
is the first experimental study to ever investigate the relationship between positive mood
and rejection sensitivity. In some cases, there were several plausible explanations for the
results. Further research could focus on examining these explanations to determine
which are most accurate. In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that mood does
impact rejection sensitivity.
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Appendix C
Random Assignment Procedure
Each data collection session occurred in 120 minute segments, with 40 minutes
sub-segments dedicated to each mood induction procedure. The researcher examined the
groups back-to-back in an effort to avoid confounds that could be posed by normal mood
fluctuation throughout the day. Utilizing this procedure, data was collected from
participants in each condition at approximately the same time of day. Each participant
signed up for only one 40 minute time block. Mood conditions and corresponding time
blocks were assigned prior to the opening of registration so that random assignment was
maintained. The order of the procedures was counterbalanced, so that one condition did
not always occur before the other. A random number generator was utilized to determine
the order of mood induction at the first data collection, at the second, etc. (See Table 1).
Table 1.
Random Order Assignment.
Order Number

First

Second

Third

1

Negative

Neutral

Positive

2

Negative

Positive

Neutral

3

Neutral

Positive

Negative

4

Neutral

Negative

Positive

5

Positive

Neutral

Negative

6

Positive

Negative

Neutral
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Appendix D

Study Title The Effect of Mood on Social Evaluation

Study Purpose and Rationale
The purpose of this research project is to examine how mood effects social evaluations.
Findings from this research may help researchers and mental health providers better
understand the effects of mood on social functioning.
Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria
To be eligible to participate in this study, you must be an undergraduate student between
the ages of 18 and 26, and be enrolled at Ball State University.
Participation Procedures and Duration
You will be asked to complete a short demographic questionnaire, view a short video
clip, complete a short mood measure, and complete a questionnaire measuring your
reactions to social situations. It will take approximately 25 minutes to view the video and
complete the questionnaires.
Disclosure of Alternative Procedures
Participation in this research is completely voluntary. If you choose not to participate in
this study, you may discontinue your participation at any time without prejudice from the
investigator. If you are participating to fulfill the research requirement for a course, you
may complete the alternative assignment outlined in your course syllabus to fulfill the
research requirement.
Data Confidentiality
All data will remain confidential and no identifying information such as names will
appear in any publication or presentation of the data. The informed consent form (this
form) is the only document that will contain identifying information, and it will be stored
separately from the other data, so that the data remains anonymous.
Storage of Data
The informed consent forms will be stored in a locked filing cabinet in the faculty
advisor’s office (North Quad 108A until May, 2011 and then AC 403B) for one year and
will be shredded. The other forms (containing no identifying information) will be stored
in the principal investigator’s home in a locked desk drawer until the data can be entered
into an electronic data entry software program, and then they will be shredded. The data
will then be stored on the principal investigator’s password-protected computer for three
years and then deleted. Only the principal investigator and her faculty advisor will have
access to the data.
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Risks or Discomforts
The only anticipated risk from participating in this study is that you may experience some
psychological discomfort due to the emotional content of the videos. The effects are only
temporary and have not caused serious disturbances in other participants who partook in
similar procedures. You have the right to withdraw your participation at any time if the
discomfort becomes too unpleasant.
Who to Contact Should You Experience Any Negative Effects from Participating in
this Study
Counseling services are available to you through the Counseling Center at Ball State
University (765-285-1376) or they can be obtained from Meridian Services (765-2861695 or 800-333-2647) if you develop uncomfortable feelings during your participation
in this research project. You will be responsible for the costs of any care that is provided
[note: Ball State students may have some or all of these services provided to them at no
cost]. It is understood that in the unlikely event that treatment is necessary as a result of
your participation in this research project that Ball State University, its agents and
employees will assume whatever responsibility is required by law.
Benefits
Two benefits you may gain from participating in this study are a better understanding of
how mood impacts your interpretations and decisions, and an increased sense of
autonomy for participating in an experiment that could provide insight into the
relationship between mood and social functioning.
Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and you are free to withdraw
your permission at any time for any reason without penalty or prejudice from the
investigator. Please feel free to ask any questions of the investigator before signing this
form and at any time during or after the study.
IRB Contact Information
For questions about your rights as a research participant, please contact the Office of
Research Compliance, Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306, (765) 285-5070 or at
irb@bsu.edu.
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Study Title The Effect of Mood on Social Evaluation

**********
Consent
I, ___________________, agree to participate in this research project entitled, “The
Effect of Mood on Social Evaluation.” I have had the study explained to me and my
questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I have read the description of this
project and give my consent to participate. I understand that I will receive a copy of this
informed consent form to keep for future reference.
To the best of my knowledge, I meet the inclusion/exclusion criteria for participation
(described on the previous page) in this study.

________________________________

_________________

Participant’s Signature

Date

Researcher Contact Information
Principal Investigator:

Faculty Supervisor:

Tiara A. Dillon, Graduate Student
Department of Psychological Science

Dr. Lambert Deckers
Department of Psychological
Science
Ball State University
Muncie, IN 47306
Telephone: (765) 285-1706
Email: ldeckers@bsu.edu

Ball State University
Muncie, IN 47306
Telephone: (614) 323-1957
Email: tadillon2@bsu.edu
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Demographic Questionnaire
Directions: Please answer the following questions by either circling the response that
best describes you or filling in the blank. If selecting other, please fill in a specific
response in the adjacent space.
1. What is your sex?
o Male
o Female

2. What is your age in years? ______

3. Please specify your race.
o American Indian or Alaska Native
o Asian/ Native Hawaiian/
or other Pacific Islander
o Black or African American
o Caucasian or White, Non-Hispanic
o Hispanic/Latino/Latina
o Multiple Race
o Other (Please Specify):
o Unknown

4. What is your current year in school?
o First Year
o Second Year
o Third Year
o Fourth Year
o Fifth Year +
o Unknown

5. What is your current relationship status?
o Not currently in a relationship
o In a serious relationship
o Engaged
o Married
o Married but separated
o Divorced
o Widowed
o Other (Please Specify):
o Unknown

6. Do you currently reside with other
people?
o Yes
o No
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7. Have you ever been diagnosed with
depression?
o Yes
o No
o Unknown

8. Have you ever been in therapy?
o Yes
o No
o Unknown
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Appendix F
Debriefing Statement (Positive)
The Effect of Mood on Social Evaluation
Thank you for participating in this study. This study investigated how mood
effects social evaluations, specifically those related to rejection. You watched a video
designed to induce either a positive, negative, or neutral mood (of which you watched the
video designed to elicit a positive mood) and then completed a measure intended to
examine how sensitive you are to rejection. We hypothesize that those in a negative
mood will be more sensitive to rejection than those in a neutral mood, and that those in a
positive mood will be less sensitive to rejection than those in a neutral mood. To maintain
the integrity of the study, we ask that you do not discuss the study procedures with fellow
students. If you are receiving research credit for your participation, one-credit will be
given within 48 hours of your participation. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding your participation in this research, or would like to know the results of the
study, you can email the principal investigator Tiara Dillon at tadillon2@bsu.edu, with
“Research Question” or “Research Results” in the subject line. Questions will be
answered within 72 hours. Requests for results will not be able to be fulfilled until data
collection concludes.
Counseling services are available to you through the Counseling Center at Ball
State University (765-285-1376) or can be obtained from Meridian Services (765-2861695 or 800-333-2647) if you develop uncomfortable feelings during your participation
in this research project. You will be responsible for the costs of any care that is provided
[note: Ball State students may have some or all of these services provided to them at no
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cost]. It is understood that in the unlikely event that treatment is necessary as a result of
your participation in this research project that Ball State University, its agents and
employees will assume whatever responsibility is required by law.
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Appendix G
Debriefing Statement (Neutral)
The Effect of Mood on Social Evaluation
Thank you for participating in this study. This study investigated how mood
effects social evaluations, specifically those related to rejection. You watched a video
designed to induce either a positive, negative, or neutral mood (of which you watched the
video designed to elicit a neutral mood) and then completed a measure intended to
examine how sensitive you are to rejection. We hypothesize that those in a negative
mood will be more sensitive to rejection than those in a neutral mood, and that those in a
positive mood will be less sensitive to rejection than those in a neutral mood. To maintain
the integrity of the study, we ask that you do not discuss the study procedures with fellow
students. If you are receiving research credit for your participation, one-credit will be
given within 48 hours of your participation. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding your participation in this research, or would like to know the results of the
study, you can email the principal investigator Tiara Dillon at tadillon2@bsu.edu, with
“Research Question” or “Research Results” in the subject line. Questions will be
answered within 72 hours. Requests for results will not be able to be fulfilled until data
collection concludes.
Counseling services are available to you through the Counseling Center at Ball
State University (765-285-1376) or can be obtained from Meridian Services (765-2861695 or 800-333-2647) if you develop uncomfortable feelings during your participation
in this research project. You will be responsible for the costs of any care that is provided
[note: Ball State students may have some or all of these services provided to them at no
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cost]. It is understood that in the unlikely event that treatment is necessary as a result of
your participation in this research project that Ball State University, its agents and
employees will assume whatever responsibility is required by law.
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Appendix H
PANAS-X Subset
This scale consists of a number of words and phrases that describe different feelings and
emotions. Read each item and then mark the appropriate answer in the space next to that
word. Indicate to what extent you feel this way extent you feel this way right now, that is,
at the present moment. Use the following scale to record your answers:

1
very slightly
or not at all

______ downhearted

______ lonely

______ blue

______ sad

______ excited

______ alone

2
a little

3
moderately

4
quite a bit

5
extremely
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Appendix I
Debriefing Statement (Negative)
The Effect of Mood on Social Evaluation
Thank you for participating in this study. This study investigated how mood
effects social evaluations, specifically those related to rejection. You watched a video
designed to induce either a positive, negative, or neutral mood (of which you watched the
video designed to elicit a negative mood) and then completed a measure intended to
examine how sensitive you are to rejection. We hypothesize that those in a negative
mood will be more sensitive to rejection than those in a neutral mood, and that those in a
positive mood will be less sensitive to rejection than those in a neutral mood. To maintain
the integrity of the study, we ask that you do not discuss the study procedures with fellow
students. If you are receiving research credit for your participation, one-credit will be
given within 48 hours of your participation. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding your participation in this research, or would like to know the results of the
study, you can email the principal investigator Tiara Dillon at tadillon2@bsu.edu, with
“Research Question” or “Research Results” in the subject line. Questions will be
answered within 72 hours. Requests for results will not be able to be fulfilled until data
collection concludes.
Counseling services are available to you through the Counseling Center at Ball
State University (765-285-1376) or can be obtained from Meridian Services (765-2861695 or 800-333-2647) if you develop uncomfortable feelings during your participation
in this research project. You will be responsible for the costs of any care that is provided
[note: Ball State students may have some or all of these services provided to them at no
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cost]. It is understood that in the unlikely event that treatment is necessary as a result of
your participation in this research project that Ball State University, its agents and
employees will assume whatever responsibility is required by law.
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Table 1

Frequencies of Sample Descriptors
Descriptive Variable

n

Total Percentage

Caucasian

72

81.8

Black or African American

6

6.8

Asian or Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

5

5.7

Multiple Race

3

3.4

American Indian or Alaska Native

1

1.1

Hispanic

1

1.1

Male

43

48.9

Female

45

51.1

First

29

34.1

Second

27

31.8

Third

15

17.6

Fourth

12

14.1

Fifth

2

2.4

Ethnicity

Sex

Year in School
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Relationship Status
Single

42

47.7

In a Relationship

41

46.6

Other

5

5.7

Residing With Someone

78

88.6

Residing Alone

10

11.4

Yes

11

12.5

No

75

85.2

Unknown

2

2.3

Yes

32

36.4

No

55

62.5

Unknown

1

1.1

Residential Status

Depression Diagnosis

Been in Therapy
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Table 2
Factor Loadings for 60 item PANAS-X Scale (N = 88)

Descriptor

1

lively
enthusiastic
energetic
joyful
bold
daring
excited
fearless
active
determined
confident
delighted

.88
.87
.84
.81
.78
.78
.77
.72
.72
.71
.70
.69

happy

.68

inspired
cheerful

.66
.65

proud

.64

strong
alert
at ease

.58
.49
.38

sad
scared
distressed
frightened
afraid
downhearted
shaky
upset
blue
angry
jittery

2

4

5

6

Factor
7
8

9

10

11

12

.33

.42
.31

.30
.30

.30

.38

.31

.38

.31
.32
.35
.37
.80
.80
.79
.79
.78
.74
.70
.69
.62

.36

3

.48
.41

.52

.32

.37

.31
.33
.43

.32
.34

13
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sleepy
tired
drowsy
sluggish
relaxed

.34

disgusted with
self
angry at self
blameworthy
ashamed
dissatisfied
with self
guilty
hostile
irritable
disgusted
scornful
shy
bashful

.37

.91
.85
.84
.76
.38

.34
.84
.81
.74
.73
.68

.31

.45
.39
.32

.49
.48
.38

.40
.32
.41

.30

.77
.59

.46
.81
.78

timid
sheepish
alone
lonely
amazed
astonished
surprised
interested
attentive
concentrating
loathing
calm
nervous

75

.37

.31

.73
.51

.34
.75
.69

.42
.41
.35

.81
.77
.61
.45

.30
.43

.41
.77
.76
.80
.70

.30

Note: Loadings below |.30| are omitted.

.33

.32

.46
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Table 3
Factor loadings for Positive Affect Scales (N = 88)
Descriptor

1

fearless
bold
daring
determined
strong
lively
energetic
confident
delighted
joyful
happy
cheerful
excited
enthusiastic
relaxed
calm
at ease
attentive
concentrating
alert
proud

.80
.80
.79
.72
.67
.62
.56
.48
.31

.41
.61

2

Factor
3

4

.30
.36
.56
.55
.40
.87
.86
.82
.80
.66
.62

.30

.34
.43

.31

.84
.81
.71

.39
.40

.37

Note: Loadings below |.30| are omitted.

.80
.79
.57
.49
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Table 4
Factor loadings for Positive Affect Scales as reported by Watson and Clark (1994)
Descriptor

1

happy
cheerful
joyful
excited
enthusiastic
lively
energetic
delighted
bold
fearless
strong
proud
confident
daring
concentrating
attentive
determined
alert
calm
relaxed
at ease

.79
.78
.78
.77
.73
.70
.64
.63

.42

2

Factor
3

4

.30
.31
.71
.69
.68
.64
.60
.57

.34
.79
.77
.66
.61

.37

Note: Loadings below |.30| are omitted.

.78
.76
.62
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Table 5
Factor loadings for PANAS terms as reported by Watson and Clark (1994)
Descriptor

1

enthusiastic
happy
joyful
interested
determined
delighted
confident
excited
friendly
warmhearted
alert
proud
strong
active
sociable
inspired
content
at ease
attentive
healthy
calm
** hostile
** scornful
disdainful
** loathing
** angry
contemptuous
** disgusted
** irritable
revulsion
tormented
** scared
** afraid
** frightened
** shaky
** nervous
** jittery
distressed

.74
.70
.70
.69
.66
.66
.65
.65
.63
.62
.61
.59
.59
.58
.57
.56
.56
.55
.49
.46
.45

2

3

4

Factor
5

-.40

-.39
.69
.68
.63
.62
.61
.59
.56
.53
.39

.35

.35

.36
.76
.71
.70
.57
.56
.52
.42

.33

.33

6

7

8
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** alone
** lonely
** sad
** blue
** downhearted
rejected
upset
** dissatisfied with
self
** angry at self
** disgusted with
self
** guilty
** blameworthy
** ashamed
** sleepy
** tired
** sluggish
** astonished
** amazed
** surprised
** bashful
** shy
** sheepish

.31

.39

.32

79

.75
.71
.62
.61
.55
.54
.49
.74
.73
.68
.54
.51
.51
.76
.74
.57
.62
.62
.60
.67
.66
.44

Note: Loadings below |.30| are omitted.
**Item was included as a marker in the preliminary version of the scale assessing this factor.
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Table 6
Mean and Standard Deviation of PANAS Subscales by Mood Induction Group
Mood Induction Group

PANAS Sadness

PANAS Joviality

Mean

7.14a

22.36a

SD

2.46

6.12

Mean

12.04b

10.89b

SD

3.84

3.61

Mean

7.27a

16.21c

SD

2.93

8.32

Positive (n = 28)

Negative (n = 27)

Neutral (n = 33)

Note: Means within the same column with different subscripts are significantly different.
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Table 7
Mean and Standard Deviation of RSQ by Mood Induction Group
Mood Induction Group

Mean

SD

Positive (n = 28)

7.65a

2.49

Negative (n = 27)

10.72b

3.21

Neutral (n = 33)

9.72b

3.12

Note: Means with different subscripts are significantly different.
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Table 8
Correlation Matrices for RSQ Total, Positive Mood Induction, Negative Mood Induction,
PANAS Sad, and PANAS Joviality

RSQ Total

Positive Mood
Induction
-.370**

Negative Mood
Induction
.284**

PANAS Sad
.258*

PANAS
Joviality
-.257*

Positive Mood
Induction

-

-.454**

-.280**

.509**

Negative Mood
Induction

-

-

.589**

-.481**

PANAS Sad

-

-

-

-.405**

Note: **p < 0.01.

* p < 0.05 level.
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Table 9
Correlation Matrices for RSQ Total, PANAS Sad, and PANAS Joviality by Mood
Induction Group
PANAS Sad

PANAS Joviality

Negative Mood Induction
Group

RSQ Total

0.02

-0.12

Neutral Mood Induction
Group

RSQ Total

0.25

-0.16

Positive Mood Induction
Group

RSQ Total

0.07

0.22

Note: The correlations did not significantly differ by mood induction group.
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Table 10
Means, Standard Deviations, and F / t values of Descriptive Variables for RSQ, PANAS
Sad, and PANAS Joviality
Descriptive Variable

RSQ
M (SD)

PANAS Sad
M (SD)

PANAS Joviality
M (SD)

9.09 (3.26)

8.39 (3.69)

17.39 (7.91)

10.52 (3.71)

10.333 (3.20)

11.83 (7.52)

Asian or Native Hawaiian 11.00 (1.30)
or Pacific Islander

10.00 (5.96)

14.20 (6.83)

Multiple Race

9.89 (2.67)

9.33 (4.16)

14.00 (7.94)

American Indian or
Alaska Native

10.00 (NaN)

7.00 (NaN)

11.00 (NaN)

Hispanic

12.33 (NaN)

14.00 (NaN)

8.00 (NaN)

F (5, 82) = 0.72
p = 0.61

F (5, 82) = 0.87
p = 0.50

F (5, 82) = 1.09
p = 0.37

Male

9.36 (3.10)

8.51 (3.82)

17.63 (8.28)

Female

9.38 (3.31)

8.87 (3.82)

15.49 (7.38)

t (86) = -0.03
p = 0.71

t (86) = -.44
p = 0.96

t (86) = 1.28
p = 0.25

First

9.49 (3.10)

7.93 (3.13)

16.21 (7.25)

Second

9.14 (3.17)

9.63 (4.06)

16.59 (8.19)

Ethnicity
Caucasian
Black or African
American

Sex

Year in School
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Third

9.67 (3.23)

8.93 (4.98)

17.87 (8.23)

Fourth

9.14 (2.86)

7.42 (2.81)

16.17 (8.56)

Fifth +

14.28 (5.26)

10.50 (0.71)

11.00 (1.41)

F (4, 80) = 1.29
p = 0.28

F (4, 80) = 1.18
p = 0.32

F (4, 80) = 0.37
p = 0.83

Single

9.75 (3.06)

8.76 (4.05)

16.50 (7.78)

In a Relationship

8.96 (3.41)

8.49 (3.64)

17.46 (8.04)

Other

9.49 (2.33)

9.80 (3.35)

9.20 (1.30)

F (2, 85) = 0.63
p = 0.54

F (2, 85) = 0.27
p = 0.76

F (2, 85) = 2.55
p = 0.08

Residing With Someone

9.20 (3.08)

8.63 (3.81)

16.99 (7.97)

Residing Alone

10.67 (3.89)

9.20 (3.88)

13.00 (6.15)

t (86) = -1.38
p = 0.17

t (86) = -.45
p = 0.84

t (86) = 1.52
p = 0.08

Yes

10.43 (4.17)

11.00 (4.52)

17.18 (7.64)

No

9.21 (3.06)

8.40 (3.63)

16.48 (7.96)

Unknown

9.39 (0.86)

7.00 (2.83)

15.00 (9.90)

F (2, 85) = 0.70
p = 0.50

F (2, 85) = 2.53
p = 0.09

F (2, 85) = 0.08
p = 0.93

Relationship Status

Residential Status

Depression Diagnosis

Been in Therapy
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Yes

9.95 (3.25)

9.22 (4.32)

16.03 (8.01)

No

9.02 (3.15)

8.38 (3.50)

16.98 (7.81)

Unknown

10.00 (NaN)

9.00 (NaN)

8.00 (NaN)

F (2, 85) = 0.90
p = 0.41

F (2, 85) = 0.49
p = 0.62

F (2, 85) = 2.55
p = 0.08

4/13

8.71 (2.43)

8.29 (3.51)

17.38 (7.83)

4/15

9.27 (3.47)

7.67 (2.76)

18.20 (8.94)

4/18

9.91 (3.34)

9.89 (4.44)

14.83 (6.73)

F (3, 84) = 0.88
p = 0.45

F (3, 84) = 2.43
p = 0.07

F (3, 84) = 1.34
p = 0.27

Date of Data Collection

